The purpose of this note is to announce certain results I have obtained about the behavior of the Harish-Chandra C-function as a meromorphic function. The notation and terminology, if not explained, are that of 
By a semilattice L in a real vector space K, we mean an additive semigroup generated by a basis of V. PROPOSITION 
The polynomials b^(v) and c^(v) have the same degree and the same leading term, which we may assume lies in C [v] Taking /u=p l9 ---9 ju t to be generators of a semilattice L as in Proposition 2, we get the result that the C-function Cp\ P (\ : v) satisfies a system of l=rkP linear first order partial difference equations with polynomial coefficients.
3. The asymptotic development. THEOREM 
(the constant being independent ofr). Fix a Cartan subalgebra ï) of g containing a; and let P + denote the set of roots f} of (g c , \) c ) such that j8|a>0. Let J^, X__ p (ft eP + ) be root vectors such that B(X fi9 X_ p ) = l and 0(X fi )=-X_ fi =-X efi .
Define vector fields q(X) (leg) on N=d(N) by the following rule:
q(X)f(n) = -2 B(X 9 XJ)f(n; X_ p ) (ƒ e C»(fl)). [September

PROPOSITION 3. X->q(X) defines a representation of g by derivations of C°°(A^). The ring 8$$ of polynomial functions on N is a q-invariant subspace ofC™(N).
Let 2o (P> -4) = {<*!, • • • , a J be the simple roots of (P, A) ; and choose Hj G a such that a^(^) = o^. PROPOSITION 
Let Fx, • • • , V t (f=dimm) be an orthonormal basis for m c^ (with respect to the Killing form). Also, given \p e C™{M, r M ), define Y.G-+ C°°(M:F) by W(x | m) = ip(xm) (xeG.me M).
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that Zet and ip e C^iM, r M ). Then
(4) F(6 ®c) = cF(6) (6 e Jf, c euT). 
PROPOSITION 8. Given <f)(n)eâit$, we can find b(y)eX ®x M Jt® C[v] and c(v) e 3 M ®C[v] such that F(b(v))=c(v)<f>.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. First apply Proposition 8 with cf)(n)=e 2KH{ü) \ Then apply Proposition 7.
The following is the essential step in the proof of Theorem 2. PROPOSITION Proposition 9 allows us to apply the method of steepest descent (see [1] ) to derive the asymptotic expansion of C P \ P (l:v) (Theorem 2).
Theorems 3 and 4 follow fairly easily, given Theorems 1 and 2.
6. An example: the C-function for the group SU(l,2). In this case, the set P + consists of three roots (i l9 j8 2 Here Z^^KA^.+Ö^.)) (A^ normalized as above), and Fis the element of m 0 such that |8 1 (F)=J.
Using the polynomials ^(y) and c^(v) 9 we obtain the following result. PROPOSITION 
Let r=r min be the (m+\)-dimensional representation of K=U(2) such that T(V-iy
